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The density functional theory within the Kohn-Sham approach, the
pseudopotential method, and sets of plane waves are using to compare the
electronic structures of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) interacting
with Cu and Li atoms. It has been found that neutral Cu+SWCNT and Li
+SWCNT systems (armchair or zigzag) possess the metallic electronic
states near the Fermi level. The charged (either negative or positive) Cu
+SWCNT and Li+SWCNT armchair systems also have the metallic-like
electronic structure. However the charged Cu+SWCNT and Li+SWCNT

zigzag systems have energy gaps at the Fermi region; and the negative 
charged systems are more favorable energetically than the positive charged 
systems. The Cu-zigzag system has the gap of 1.2 eV; and the gap of the 
Li-zigzag is 1.7 eV. As the energy gap at the level of Fermi prevents 
leaving of a charge from the charged Cu+SWCNT and Li+SWCNT 
systems, the systems can work as negative electrodes for the power 
accumulator. Thus, the electrical charge can be effectively accumulated in 
these systems. Electrical characteristics of the Cu+SWCNT system are 
close to those of the Li+SWCNT system, and at the same time the Cu
+SWCNT systems are more stable and cheaper than Li+SWCNT ones, 
thus they are perspective for production of new power sources.
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INTRODUCTION

Lithium can react reversibly with most carbonaceous materials to some
extent, therefore they can be used as negative electrodes in Lithium-ion
batteries [1]. However, current of Lithium-ion batteries is limited by the
formation of an oxidation layer over the anode, increasing the internal
resistance over time and the fact that Lithium must bond to at least six
carbon atoms, a detriment to miniaturization. Besides, Lithium is a rather
expensive material.

Copper is cheaper than Lithium and less sensitive to oxidation. In works 
[2,3] formation of charged Cu-carbon composites was described. It has 
been found that Cu atoms can diffuse from a copper electrode through the 
nanostructured graphite material and bring some negative charge. This 
accumulated charge can be used as a source of electric power. In the works 
[2,3] it was reported that in the system “Cu-carbon (dispersed graphite)” 
accumulation of charge has been registered enough for many-weeks shine 
of a diode lamp.

There are many examples of study of the Li interaction with carbon
nanotubes [4-13]. Recently a very interesting papers devoted to the
interaction of Cu with carbon were published [14-16]. In particular, there
were considered [16] Cun nanoparticles (n=4, 5, 6, 7, 13) and concluded
that Cu-carbon materials may be useful for the alternative energetic.

Our paper is devoted to comparable study the influence of Cu and Li
atoms interacting with single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). The main
attention is paid to calculation of the electronic structure and to studying of
the charge accumulation at adsorption of metal atoms on the surface of
nanotubes due to formation of the energy gap at the Fermi level.

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

All calculations which are carried out in this work are executed by means
of the widely known FHI96md [17] package based on the density
functional theory [18] within the Kohn-Sham [19] approach, the method of
pseudopotentials [20] and sets of plane waves. Pseudopotentials were
generated by means of the FHI98pp [21] package, the exchange and
correlative interactions were considered in the approximation of the
generalized gradients [22]; the cutting energy of the plane wave set was
equal to 40 Rydberg (544 eV), the number of k-points was used up to 21.

Densities of states (DOS) were calculated as sums of Gaussians centered
on electronic energy levels.

It is well known [23-26] that SWCNTs may be formed with atomic
structures of different chiralities. The main ones of them are the armchair
and zigzag structures. Armchair SWCNTs have a metallic-like electronic
structure, while zigzag SWCNTs posses a semiconductor-like gap between
occupied and unoccupied states. Other chiralities lead to intermediate
types of the electronic structure.

In present work only armchair and zigzag SWCNTs were investigated.
Diameters of tubes were taken of 0.69 nm for armchair and of 0.80 nm for
zigzag cases. Calculations were carried out in periodic representation
therefore the lengths of studied tubes can be considered as infinite. The
numbers of carbon atoms included in calculations was 60 for armchair and
40 for zigzag cases.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First of all we calculated the electronic structures of free armchair and
zigzag SWCNTs. Results are presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1) Densities of states for the armchair SWCNT (A) and the 
zigzag SWCNT (B). The Fermi level corresponds to zero of energy. 
The energy dispersion of Gaussians is 0.1 eV.

Comparing of our plots with well-known published data [23-26], both 
theoretical and experimental, demonstrate that our methodic of calculation 
is rather correct and confidential. Namely, we obtained the constant 
density of states near the Fermi level for the armchair SWCNT in 
accordance with known published data [23-26]. In the zigzag case we have 
found the energy gap of 0.45 eV around the Fermi level; published data lie 
in the region of 0.47-0.52 eV [27].

Then we studied adsorption of Cu and Li single neutral atoms on the walls
of nanotubes. Atoms of copper were placed above surface C atoms and the
equilibrium dCu-C distances of the systems were found of 0.178 nm for the
armchair SWCNT and 0.177 nm for the zigzag SWCNT. For Li we have
found the equilibrium positions above the hollow site with dLi-C=0.209 nm
for the armchair SWCNT and dLi-C=0.225 nm for the zigzag SWCNT.
Calculated densities of states are plotted in Figure 2.

Figure 2) Calculated densities of states for metal+SWCNT adsorption 
systems: A) Cu on the armchair tube; B) Cu on the zigzag tube; C) Li 
on the armchair tube; D) Li on the zigzag tube. The Fermi level 
corresponds to zero of energy.

Comparing Figures 1 and 2 we see that Lithium slightly changes metallic 
states of the armchair SWCNT forming a little peak under the Fermi level. 
However Li turns the semiconductor states of the zigzag SWCNT to the 
metallic ones. Copper disturbs the DOS of the zigzag SWCNT even more 
and also turning it to the metallic case. The copper adsorption on the 
armchair SWCNT also generates metallic states at the

Fermi level. Thus, any of cases, above studied, do not lead to emergence
of energy gaps between occupied and unoccupied states.

The binding energies Eb of the neutral Cu and Li atoms absorbed on the
surfaces of SWCNTs are collected in Table 1.

TABLE 1 The binding energies Eb of the neutral Cu and Li
atoms absorbed on the surfaces of SWCNTs.

Studied systems Cu-armchair Cu-zigzag Li-armchair Li-zigzag

Eb, eV 0.4 0.76 1.21 1.33

Values of Eb were calculated as,

Eb=E(M+SWCNT)-E(M)-E(SWCNT)

Where, E(M+SWCNT) is the energy of a SWCNT with an adsorbed atom
of metal (M=Cu or Li), E(M) is the energy of a single atom of metal,
E(SWCNT) is the energy of a free SWCNT.

It is followed from Table 1 that neutral atoms of Cu and Li willingly join
carbon nanotubes. However, the Li+SWCNT bonds are stronger than
those of the Cu+SWCNT system.

Charged systems
We have repeated the above described calculations, adding one electron to 
M+SWCNT systems (or taking it away from them). In the first case we 
received systems with a negative charge, in the second case with positive. 
Results of calculations are presented in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3) Densities of states for the charged Cu+SWCNT systems: A) 
Cu+1+armchair SWCNT; B) Cu-1+armchair SWCNT; C) Cu+1+zigzag 
SWCNT; D) Cu-1+zigzag SWCNT.

One can see that in all cases (except the negative armchair
Cu-1+SWCNTsystem there is the energy gap in the Fermi level region.

Densities of states for the charged Li+SWCNT systems are presented in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4) Densities of states for the charged Li+SWCNT systems: A) 
Li+1+armchair SWCNT; B) Li-1+armchair SWCNT; C) Li+1+zigzag 
SWCNT; D) Li-1+zigzag SWCNT.

We see that influence of charged Lithium on the electronic structure of
SWCNTs looks very like that of copper. It induces the energy gap in the
Fermi level region in all cases except the negative armchair system.

We calculated binding energy for all charged systems and collected results
in Table 2.

TABLE 2 The binding energies Eb and the energy gaps Egap of
the charged Cu and Li atoms absorbed on the surfaces of
SWCNTs.

Studied systems Cu-armchair
Cu-
zigzag

Li-
armchair

Li-
zigzag

Eb, eV

Positive
charged 2.3 6.6 0.6 0.8

Negative
charged 1 5.4 1.7 1.9

Egap,
eV

Positive
charged 0.6 1.2 1.4 1.2

Negative
charged No 1.2 No 1.7

For the Li systems the negative zigzag and armchair cases are favorable;
however the only zigzag system has the energy gap. For the Cu systems
the zigzag system are very favorable; however the energy gap has only the
negative one.

Thus, transition of negative charge to SWCNT together with Cu or Li
atoms is energetically favorable. This transition is followed by formation
of the energy gap in the Fermi-level region that prevents leaving of the
charge from the metal-SWCNT composite and promotes its accumulation.
The values of the energy gaps are collected in Table 2. The 1.2 eV gap of
the Cu-zigzag system is a little smaller than 1.7 eV of the Li-zigzag gap,
however it is enough to keep electrical charge.

CONCLUSION

Using density functional pseudopotential calculations we compared the
electronic structures of Cu+SWCNT and Li+SWCNT systems. It has been
found that neutral Cu+SWCNT and Li+SWCNT systems (both armchair
and zigzag) possess the metallic electronic states near the Fermi level. The
charged (either negative or positive) Cu+SWCNT and Li+SWCNT
armchair systems also have the metallic-like electronic structure. However
the charged Cu+SWCNT and Li+SWCNT zigzag systems have energy
gaps in the Fermi region; and the negative charged systems are more
favorable energetically than the positive charged and neutral systems. The

Cu-zigzag system has the gap of 1.2 eV; and the gap of the Li-zigzag is
1.7 eV. As the energy gap at the level of Fermi prevents leaving of a
charge from the charged systems, they can work as electrodes for the
power accumulator. Thus, the electrical charge can be effectively
accumulated in those systems. Electrical characteristics of the charged Cu
+SWCNT system are close to those of the Li+SWCNT system, and at the
same time the Cu+SWCNT systems are more stable and cheaper than Li
+SWCNT ones, thus they are perspective for production of new power
sources.
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